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Appropriate Customers for
I-O and Option ARMs

• Corporate executive who expects to be 
transferred and thus sell her home during 
initial period

• Law student who will start a high-paying job in 
a few months

• Entrepreneur with irregular and sometimes   
large income streams (for Option ARMs)

NOTE:  Relative affluence and sophistication



Average Features of 5/25 Subprime 
I-O ARMs Originated in 2005

From Fitch Ratings:
Initial rate:  5.72%
Margin:  2.8% above 6-month 

LIBOR
Initial rate cap: 4.73%
Periodic rate cap: 1.76%
Lifetime rate cap:  11.11%



Payment Shock Potential on a $350,000 
I-O 5/25 ARM, Initial Rate=6.00%

• Use other Fitch assumptions and assume 6-month 
LIBOR in month 61 = 5.28% [same as today’s rate]

• Monthly payments:

Months 1-60 (based on 6% rate): $1,750.00  

Month 61 (rate rises to 8.08%):         $2,719.93 
Result:  increase of $969.93 or 55.42%

Maximum payment (11.11% lifetime cap): $3,458.27 
Result:  Almost twice initial payment



Why This Payment Shock Projection 
Is Probably Too Low

• It assumes that LIBOR will not rise in the next 
5 years (unlikely)

• If the loan were an Option ARM, any negative 
amortization would boost payments further 
(and possibly before initial period ends if 
borrower hits negative amortization cap early)

• These assumptions are based on averages: 
teaser rates can go lower (and often do on 
Option ARMs)









Fitch Ratings 2005

“[M]ost lenders qualify the IO borrower at the smaller 
IO payment. . . .

“If an IO borrower’s DTI [debt-to-income ratio] only 
reflects the small IO payment, when the monthly 
payment increases so does the DTI.  If the DTIs 
increase above those ratios required to qualify for a 
specific loan size, the IO borrower could become 
financially strapped once the fixed-rate period ends.”



Analysis of Teaser-Rate Loans by
First Amer. Real Estate Solutions/Loan Performance

“The red loans [with initial rates of 0-4%] are the 
most likely to default, since these are the loans 

where the borrowers are the most extended, 
face the sharpest reset sensitivity, and have 

been making artificially low teaser payments –
hence these people are the most likely to 
simply abandon their properties and their 

loans.  In the cautious scenario presented here, 
it is assumed that 90 percent of these loans 
that have equity difficulty go into default.”





Loss Aversion

Certain loss now (fixed-rate) Gain now; future risk (I-O)

Higher payments now vs. Lower payments now;
possible higher future
payments



Hyperbolic Discounting



Framing

Is the glass . . .

half-full (a gain)?

- or –

half-empty (a loss)?











Policy Implications

• Problems with disclosure:  Do consumers get the 
information they need to easily evaluate these loans?

• Counseling/education: 
– Are these products too complex and risky for 

unsophisticated & financially stretched borrowers?
– Are cognitive biases too deep-seated to make counseling 

effective?
– Is society willing to pay for effective & independent 

counseling?

• Underwriting standards: Has underwriting become too 
lax and, if yes, what should we do?


